HIKING SCHEDULE 2021

DATE

DISTANCE

VENUE

Time

Notes

Sun, 17 Jan

7.8 km

Africaland

07:00

Africaland is lesser-known hiking spot
around Johannesburg. Easing us into the
start of our hiking program, Africaland
offers trails that wind around the natural
landscapes of the Pelindaba Wilderness.
Along the way, you’ll see the skyline of
Sandton in the distance and wander past
the Magaliesberg mountain range.
If you’re lucky, you might catch a glimpse
of Impala, Kudu, Nyala, Eland and Duiker!

Sat, 30 Jan

12.5 km

De Wildt Adventure Trails

07:00

Imagine a space where you can become
one with nature and take in the beautiful
surrounds of the majestic Magaliesberg
Mountains just the place to recharge your
soul. De Wildt Adventure Trails are
situated approximately 30 minutes from
Pretoria and 45 minutes from
Johannesburg close to Hartbeespoort.
Let’s attempt the more
challenging Peglerea Trail with magnificent
views of the surrounding areas.

Sun, 7 Feb

7 km

B’sorah Trails

07:00

B’sorah has dedicated trails for hiking, trail
running and mountain biking, open to dayvisitors on Sundays to Fridays. Their trails
give you access to some of the most scenic
and pristine parts of the farm, which
includes plenty of diversity. Rivers, forests,
grassland, bushveld and rocky outcrops
can all be enjoyed at B’sorah whilst hiking
or running, and for mountain bikers, they
have exciting yet challenging trails which
will test your skills and provide plenty of
excitement.

Sat, 20 Feb

16.7 km

Dome Pools

07:00

Dome Pools is a wilderness hiking venue,
involving an easy walk over a hill and along
a stream to some of the biggest and
deepest rock pools in the Magaliesberg,
making it a fantastic venue for swimming
in the summer months.
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Sat, 13 Mar

Trail 1: (day one):

Quagga’s
Pad
Overnight
Hike
Sun, 14 Mar

This trail is +- 13,5 km and takes hikers through the Suikerbos rand koppies, small
indigenous bushy areas, kloofs, Tswana kraal ruins, historical Anglo Boer war sites,
“kordeel” ruins. A suggested tea break is under a huge White Stinkwood tree. From
here the trail goes up to the highest point in this area where you have a 360° view of
this area: the Vaal dam and different towns can be seen. (on a very clear day, one
can even see the Drakensberg and Maluti berg mountains and even the Tafelkop
near Vrede). A well deserved lunch break can be enjoyed at a big farm dam.
The last 5km takes hikers through koppies, past an old “wind pomp”(water available)
pass small spruitjies and high veld grass veld back to camp.
Trail 2: (Day two):
This trails is +- 7km and takes hikers through a game fenced area with 8 species of
game such as zebra, hartebeest, blesbok, reedbuck, gemsbok, eland etc. A
suggested tea time/brunch break spot is also in side this camp where hikers can sit
and enjoy the view and all the game. The last part of this trail goes over Adoons
koppie, Whisky Koppie, past a small spruit and back to camp.

Q1 / Hectic amount of public holidays coming up / Easter Break
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